Dear Readers,

With an extraordinary pleasure, I would like to express my happiness on the occasion of entering into the 4th year of this Scientific Publishing Field. Initially we began this Clinical Infectious Diseases: Open Access expect to spread progressed information everywhere on the globe. Fortunately, with the consistent assistance of Eminent Editor-in-Chief's and Editorial Board Members, Potential Reviewers and Active Authors we can run this journal so adequately till now and we trust it proceeds in not so distant future moreover.

Fortunately, with the steady help of Eminent Editor-in-Chief's and Editorial Board Members, Potential Reviewers and Active Authors we can run this journal so viably till now and The Clinical Infectious Diseases: Open Access (JID) provides the publication of articles. In the year of 2018, we have published a good number of articles, which were progressing exposures.

JID is a peer reviewed scholarly journal that aims for wide dispersal of research advancements regarding the infectious diseases, suggesting therapy and cure. The journal focuses on the promotion of gastroenterologists, virologists, clinical pathologists, pulmonologists, clinical and lab practitioners, academicians and researchers keen in exploring and presenting the clinical implications of infectious diseases, etc.

The journal moreover appropriates compositions on research improvements identifying with the infections of generally complete and solid wellspring of information on the revelations and propelled advancements in this field.

In the previous years, aside from releasing regular issues at present, our principle center is to make scientific papers more open for aspiring researchers. With the help of Editor-in-Chief's, Editorial board members, Executive editors and Guest Editors, we are planning to come up with entrancing special issue themes to empower the authors.

The Clinical Infectious Diseases: Open Access comes under the best ten journals in this open access field. In 2020, we have already released four issues and now we are in the process of releasing another issue finally, JID sincerely acknowledges each and every member for their valuable service in this Publication Process.

Upcoming/ Impending Strategies to improve Journal

- We attempt to improve readers for the published respective article in different social networking stages like Twitter, Linked in, etc.
- We are moving toward center Laboratories, research establishments, examination labs and departmental Universities for call for papers similarly as related journals.
- We are sending ideal Call for papers for the separate nations as indicated by their time line.
- We are utilizing Search Engine Optimization (SEO), by adding major keywords in the article, it would be easier for the Google Keyword Planner to show our article in higher pages while the readers search.
- We are additionally accessible to the authors through live chat and Whatsapp to respond quickly.

Authors are unconditionally welcomed to present their current research exercises and results as any article Type of science correspondence, such as original research, review, expert opinion, commentary, short note communication to our Journal.

Manuscripts can be submitted online via Editorial Tracking System or as an E-mail attachment to the submissions@hilarispublisher.com

JID is using Online Review and Editorial Tracking Systems for quality review process and the authors can submit manuscripts and track their progress.

Have an incredible & healthy day ahead.

With best regards,

Dakshinamoorthi BM
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